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Microscan named a “Best Company to Work For 2008”  
By Washington CEO Magazine 

RENTON, Wash., July 2008 ― Microscan proudly announces that once again it has been recognized by 

Washington CEO Magazine as one of “Washington’s Best 100 Companies to Work For 2008 ”  

 “The selection process covered extensive criteria,” explained Amy Harris, Microscan’s Human Resources 

Manager.   “It included a lengthy questionnaire completed by our employees rating Microscan on everything 

from benefits and work environment, to company culture and recognition.”   Microscan was nominated in the 

category of medium sized company, and overall placed #16.  

“Microscan is a growing company,” continued Jeff Timms, company President.  Late last year, Timms left an 

executive position with Siemens to relocate to Seattle and lead Microscan’s next stage of growth.   “The 

combined brainpower and company culture here is impressive,“  Timms commented.  “I believe Microscan is a 

fantastic company and I am thrilled it is also recognized by Washington CEO Magazine as one of the best.”   

Located in the Seattle suburb of Renton, Washington, Microscan is a leading technology company that provides 

precision data acquisition and control solutions.  Microscan focuses largely on traceability and control 

applications for global customers in electronics and the life sciences. 

In recent years, Microscan has been recognized for North American Quality Leadership by Quality Magazine, 

and has named been a “Best Company” by local publications such as WA CEO Magazine and Seattle 

Magazine. Microscan currently has job openings in engineering, finance, and marketing.   

  _______________________________________     # # #   __________________________________________________ 

Microscan is a global leader in design and manufacture of precision data acquisition and control solutions. 

Microscan products serve a broad range of traceability and control applications and are known and trusted 
by customers worldwide as a provider of quality, high precision technology. Microscan is a US-based  ISO 
9001:2000 certified company that has achieved recognition for Quality Leadership.  
 
Microscan is a Spectris company. 
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